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supplemental readings - quia - instructions: these readings are intended to supplement and expand on the
material presented in class. most of them are quite short and can be read in a matter of minutes, though some
are longer. ancient greek history: supplemental readings - quia - thucydides of not being critical of his
sources … (b) what emotional appeal does pheidippides use to try to get the spartans to come help the
athenians? (2) § 107-108, the persians arrive at the bay of marathon ... ancient greek history: supplemental
readings hist 365: who is a greek? politics of national identity in ... - the course is designed to
encompass readings on theories of nationalism and identity, sources relating to modern greek history, and
activities (visits, walking tours etc) that illustrate how the contemporary debate regarding the future of
european nation-states is interrelated with historical legacies. this is not solely a greek story. greek (grek) catalog.upenn - grek 212 intensive intermediate greek an introduction to the basic history and conventions
of greek prose and poetry, with continuous readings from classical authors accompanied by grammar review
and exercises. ideal for undergraduates or graduate students from penn or elsewhere who have completed the
equivalent of one year greek (e.g., grek 112). greek - clg - catalognisius - clg 308 readings in greek history:
sources for athenian history 3 credits selected inscriptions and portions the constitution of athens attributed to
aristotle. prerequisite: clg 102 or permission of instructor. clg 314 readings in greek philosophy 3 credits
greek civilization - sasntgers - readings in greek history: sources and interpretations. second edition.
oxford. 2013 (isbn: 978-0-19-9978458) 3. homer. the iliad. translated by: barry powell. ... 1. be able to identify
different periods in greek history and to explain in some detail the significant events and figures as well as the
social, political, military, and religious ... courses in classical humanities (190) knowledge of the ... myths, literature, laws, and rituals. prerequisite: one course in greek history or culture, greek or ancient art, or
permission of instructor. 01:190:397 the ancient novel (3) readings from greek and roman novels of the
imperial period, with attention to their place in the literary and cultural history of the ancient world. ancient
greek history - department of history | usu - readings in greek history. sources and interpretations. 2nd
ed. d. nagle and s. burstein (readings) plutarch. greek lives. r. waterfield. oxford world classics (plutarch) you
may use any textbook you like to help "acquire the narrative" of greek history basics. among our library
holdings, i particularly recommend j.b. bury (a history of greece ... writing the history of an ancient
civilization without ... - as primary sources gary urton, department of anthropology, harvard university, 21
divinity ... or readings, they can be assembled into an indigenous history of the inka empire. it is further
argued ... not to mention those who write greek histories or those of any number of the far older civilizations of
the ancient near east—the .
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